
Men's low hiking shoes TECNICA-Magma 2.0 S Ms midway altura/pure lava

Available sizes Reference number Ean number Quantity
40 2/3 796050 8050459981988 3+
41,5 796051 8050459981995 3+
42 796052 8050459982008 3+
42,5 796053 8050459982015 3+
43 1/3 796054 8050459982022 3+
44 796055 8050459982039 3+
44,5 796056 8050459982046 3+
45 796057 8050459982053 3+
45 2/3 796058 8050459982060 3+
46,5 796059 8050459982077 3+
47 796060 8050459982084 2 ks

Suggested retail price: 169.99 € s DPH

Description

Tecnica men's shoes. Low hiking boots have a universal gray color and quality design. They are suitable for summer
hiking or running in mountainous terrain. The durable upper is sufficiently breathable and will provide the necessary
protection to your feet. The light construction will please every hiker, as well as the comfort and convenience that
boots for the forest offer. They have a padded collar and an Ortholite insole.

Low hiking shoes for men ensure excellent comfort and protection thanks to the innovative anatomical hoof and
preformed insole. The EVA midsole perfectly absorbs shocks. Thanks to the ultra-large oversized heel with
stabilization lamellae, the Tecnica shoes provide you with unrivaled braking and better performance when going
downhill. Tecnica shoes are tied with classic laces. The advantage is the multi-traction sole made of Vibram®
Litebase™ technology and Megagrip™ compound rubber. It offers optimal grip on all surfaces, both dry and wet.
This all-mountain shoe with a new level of grip is a guarantee of protection, comfort and your satisfaction.

Product details:

men's low hiking shoes
durable and breathable upper
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light construction
tying on shoelaces
anatomically shaped
Ortholite insole
the EVA midsole absorbs shocks
reinforced heel with stabilizers
the Vibram multi-traction sole will provide optimal grip

EXCLUSIVELY AT EXISPORT - Tailor-made footwear in just 15 minutes
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